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[QUALITY MATTERS]

AVOIDING COMMON 
PAINTING PROBLEMS

W hile it’s a no-brainer to say that paint helps protect 
exterior finishes from the elements, some builders 
seem to have forgotten that fact, even after a spike 
in litigation five years ago regarding failed paint 

coatings on stucco-clad homes. 
In those cases, and others we saw in the field back then, 

builders failed to specify the best-quality coatings and their 
painting crews took shortcuts in preparation and finishing.

Many builders have improved their quality assurance since 
then, but for those that have not, here are three things to 
scrutinize: the paint, the preparation, and the application.

NEVER SKIMP ON PRIMER
The most important variable with any paint coating is its sol-
ids content. Solids are what’s left after the coating dries, so a 
good-quality paint or primer has more of them.

The primer, especially, should have a high solids content 
because it’s the finish cladding’s last line of defense against 
the elements. Wise builders base their top-coat paint specifi-
cations on the quality of the primer, or at least an assumption 
of a high-quality base coating. 

For instance, the specifications sheet for a popular brand of 
concrete and masonry primer/sealer for stucco applications 
lists a solids content of 41 percent by volume and 55 percent 
by weight—numbers similar to other high-quality coatings.

HYDRATION IS CHEAP INSURANCE
Freshly applied stucco has a high enough alkalinity to “burn” 
the primer and paint, with consequences ranging from dis-
colored spots to complete paint failure. Before priming, it’s 
important to lower that pH and test across various wall areas.

Alkali-resistant primers can be applied on stucco with a 
pH as high as 13 but require at least seven days to cure. We 

recommend bringing the pH down even lower—as close as 
possible to 7 (neutral) and no higher than 9. 

In dry climates such as the Southwest, cure time alone 
won’t lower those numbers, so, you’ll need to hydrate the 
stucco at least three times over the course of a week by gently 
misting the walls with a hose fitted with a spray nozzle.

Think you don’t have time for hydration? Just ask a builder 
who’s been sued over stucco problems. Some large produc-
tion builders now include this step in their standard work 
specifications and require painters to document that the pH 
is at 9 or lower at the time primer and paint are applied.

AVOID SHORTCUTS
Of course, theses suggestions have limited value if the wall isn’t 
fully coated. Most painters spray-apply primer on stucco, usu-
ally in an upward direction. That practice may actually only 
cover the bottom half of each grain of the aggregate, leaving 
a void or “holiday” in the coating, which affects performance. 
The only way to get full coverage is to backroll the coating im-
mediately after spraying.

During tests of failed paint jobs, we’ve discovered inadequate 
primer coats that had been quickly covered with finish paint. 
To prevent that from happening, some builders now require a 
primer tinted a sky blue color, enabling a QA manager or proj-
ect manager to see if the primer has been applied properly be-
fore giving the go-ahead for the finish coat.

While the hydration requirement is unique to stucco, the 
need to choose a quality paint coating and apply it correctly is 
true for all painted surfaces to ensure long-term durability.  PB 
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WHEN APPLYING PAINT TO STUCCO, THESE THREE EXTERIOR PAINT FUNDAMENTALS WILL 

REDUCE WARRANTY COSTS AND MAINTAIN HOMEBUYER SATISFACTION
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AN EASY, RELIABLE PH TEST USES DISTILLED WATER TO WET 
THE SURFACE AND A PH PENCIL TO MARK IT (AS SHOWN 
BELOW THE PH COLOR CHART AT LEFT). THE PENCIL MARK 
TURNS A COLOR THAT INDICATES THE PH LEVEL PER THE 
CHART. AIM FOR A PH OF 9 OR LESS, AND TEST VARIOUS 
PARTS OF THE HOUSE BEFORE PRIMING.

SOME BUILDERS REQUIRE THAT PAINTERS TINT THE PRIMER 
BLUE SO THE QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER OR PROJECT 
MANAGER CAN CONFIRM FULL COVERAGE. ALSO, PAINT 
SPRAY APPLIED TO STUCCO NEEDS TO BE BACKROLLED TO 
ENSURE EACH GRAIN OF AGGREGATE IS FULLY COVERED; IF 
NOT, YOU LEAVE THE WALL VULNERABLE TO ALKALI BURN.


